Abstract. From the viewpoint of sound history, the Ingrian language has been considered quite regular. The focus of the present article is on regular consonant alternations in the Soikkola dialect of the Ingrian language. The first part of the article examines the conditions for regular alternations that lead to weakening (in some cases along with assimilation of the weakened segment) and strengthening. In addition to those, a term assimilation-induced geminate is invented for a certain type of consonant alternation in inflectional morphology. The second half of the article discusses cases of co-occurrence of consonant strengthening and weakening in different positions in Soikkola Ingrian noun and verb paradigms.
Introduction
When studying the inflection system of any language it is essential to identify the underlying causes of the occurrence of stem variants within a paradigm. Traditionally, the study of inflectional systems in Finnic languages has relied, as one of the classification principles, on gradation, the extent of which varies in different languages. In Ingrian, consonant alternation is not restricted to inflection of words within the paradigm solely by gradation of single and double stops at the boundary of the syllable with the primary stress. Alongside with the North Estonian, South Estonian and Livonian languages, Soikkola Ingrian is one of the most complicated and peculiar dialects for its gemination and strengthening phenomena and their co-occurrence within the paradigm.
Ingrian verbs include inflection types that make it necessary to consider at least eight stem variants. For example, in the paradigm of the verb külpiä 'to wash' two of the three stem groups ending with different vowels contain alternations of three consonants and one of them contains an alternation of two consonants within the same alternation series:
Although the background of quality and quantity relations is not relevant in describing the inflectional patterns at final stage and instead it is important to clarify the alternations and their place within the paradigm (what alternates with what and under what conditions), for the sake of better clarity it is important to study the genesis of alternations and links between them in terms of language history.
Most of the linguistic material studied has been derived from the dictionary "Inkeroismurteiden sanakirja" (Nirvi 1971) , research papers (Sovijärvi 1944; Laanest 1966; 1986 etc.) , and text collections (Ariste 1956; 1960) , whilst the paradigms have been updated by the author of the article during field work on the Soikkola peninsula.
Types of consonant alternation in Soikkola Ingrian
The abundance of stem variants in Soikkola dialect stems from a singular attempt to find a balance in the stress system of the language; word alternation within the paradigm follows various rules that are here referred to by the umbrella term stem-internal consonant alternation that is divided as follows:
1) weakening, including a) radical gradation, b) suffixal gradation; 2) strengthening, including a) general gemination, b) special gemination (strengthening after a long syllable), c) gemination of trisyllabic and five-syllable words, d) special gemination (strengthening after a long syllable) of trisyllabic and five-syllable words, e) strengthening after an unstressed syllable; 3) assimilation-induced geminates.
Consonant gradation
Consonant gradation (grade alternation) is represented by the shortening, weakening or loss of the initial consonant of a word-internal (previously) closed syllable or replacement thereof with another consonant either by assimilating with the preceding consonants or marker of the syllable boundary.
Gradation of stops following a stressed syllable
In all Finnic languages featuring gradation, geminate stops and single stops that are intervocalic or follow a voiced consonant undergo gradation (Laanest 1975 : 66) . In Soikkola Ingrian, the alternation trends are represented by weakening of a geminate stop into a single stop, loss and replacement of a single stop, weakening of a stop-ending consonant cluster into a geminate, loss and replacement of a stop in a consonant cluster (see Table 1 ).
generally, there are few inflection types where the alternates of the stem-internal consonant within the paradigm are due to gradation only, and they include the cases where the alternation concerns a geminate or stop following an unvoiced consonant, e.g. ILLSuP nukkumā : 1SgPrINd nugun 
Gradation of the affricate ts
An interesting phenomenon in Soikkola Ingrian is the gradation of the affricate ts. In the strong grade, i.e. in front of an open syllable, the first component of the affricate is longer, whereas in the weak grade it is shorter, as, e.g., in kusua : kusun 'to invite : I invite' (see Sovijärvi 1944 : 15-16; Ariste 1960 : 52; Laanest 1986 : 36) . However, nowadays the quantitative alternation in the dialect of Soikkola is not as consistent under the conditions described above. Laanest regards the gradual disappearance of the quantitative alternation of the affricate ts as understandable: "... given the fact that this isbeside the opposition of original full-length geminates and late shorter geminates that is likewise disappearing -the only opposition related to stops that has to do with quantity difference only" (Laa nest 1986 : 37).
The description of affricate alternation can be illustrated by excerpts from the dictionary by Nirvi: NSg osa 'end': gSg otsan : PSg osā 'end' (IMS 367); NSg mesä 'forest': gSg metsän : gPL mesn 'forest' (IMS 307).
l-and n-losing forms
Another interesting phenomenon is the loss of n and l in the so-called weak-grade vocalic-stem form of five verbs: sanōÂa 'to say', männä 'to go', panna 'to put', olla 'to be', tulla 'to come' (see also Sovijärvi 1944 : 73, 77; Laanest 1986 : 47, 54; Saar 2008 : 39) . Those verbs do not have, respectively, a nasal or liquid in the 1 st and 2 nd person singular and plural in the present tense forms of the indicative mood, in the 2 nd person singular of the imperative mood and the negative present form, identical to it. In addition, the paradigm of the verb sanōÂa has also week-grade forms of the 1 st and 2 nd person singular and plural of the imperfect tense of the indicative mood. As a result, the alteration of the verb sanōÂa does not differ in any respect from the alteration of the gradational verb kutōÂa in Soikkola general gemination is defined as the gemination of the consonant following the primary-or secondary-stressed syllable if a weak-grade counterpart of a stop or h has been lost from between the following syllables leading to the formation of a long vowel or a diphthong. In addition, in most Finnic dialects gemination used to require a short syllable preceding the geminating consonant (Laanest 1975 : 75) . general gemination occurs in all Ingrian dialects; the geminates resulting from general gemination are either full-length or short-initial. Soikkola Ingrian is characterized by short-initial geminates, especially on the core territory of the dialect (Laanest 1986 : 57) . At present, two-syllable words show that if *t or *h was lost from between the same vowels at the beginning of a former third syllable, a short initial or full-length geminate corresponds to the former single consonant at the boundary of the first and second syllable: e.g. after the primary-stressed syllable PSg *kalaa > kalā
The geminate arisen in a similar position is definitely short-initial if * or * has disappeared from between same or different vowels: 3SgPrINd *tulei > tulō 'comes', 3SgPrINd *lesii > les 'is lying down', 3SgPrINd *palai > palā 'burns'; gSg *siteen > *sitēn > sitn 'of the tie/bond'. Here it is important to note the difference in duration between the original geminate in the same position (e.g. *rikkoi > rikkō 'breaks') and the short-initial geminate resulting from general gemination; this phenomenon has been confirmed by Markus (2010) using instrumental measuring.
Since gemination occurs not only in the stem but also in the word form as a whole, they have a role in the generation of formative variants. For example, following a secondarily stressed syllable ILLSuP *asetta|mahen > *asetta|mahan > asetta|mān > a s e t t a | ∑ m m ā 'to put, to place' (cf. küzü|mǟ 'to ask');
The spread of general gemination in Finnic dialects has been described by Laanest (1975 : 74-75; 1986 : 57-59 ) and in more detail by Nahkola (1987).
Special gemination (SG) -strengthening after a long syllable
Besides general gemination, the Ingrian language is noted for its extension called special gemination (Sovijärvi 1944 : 80-82; Palander 1987; Laanest 1986 : 60-61 The strengthening also affects the variation of formatives: the initial stop of a formative is strengthened after a long stressed syllable ending in a long vowel or a voiced consonant: IPFIPS o l t 'people were' (Ariste 1960 : 12), t ū t 'was brought' (Ariste 1960 : 27) , l ǖ t 'was struck' (Laa nest 1966 : 112), m ä n t 'was gone' (Laanest 1966 : 113) , IPFIPS m a n i d e l t 'was flattered' (IMS 296) (cf. after a voiced consonant in an unstressed syllable IPFIPS ommeld (IMS 363) and vowel of an unstressed syllable IPFIPS annett (IMS 16)); 2PLIMP s ȫ ǟ 'Eat!' (IMS 564), t u l k ā 'Come!' (Ariste 1960 : 12) (cf. after an unstressed syllable maistagā 'Have a taste!', kūnnelgā 'Listen!' (Laanest 1986 : 134) and after a secondarily stressed syllable avittakā 'Help!' that follows general gemination).
Palander, who has studied special gemination (erikoisgeminaatio) in eastern dialects of Finnish has concluded that it must be a relatively young phenomenon since the dialect-speaking representatives of younger generations have a stronger special gemination (Palander 1987 : 194-206) . Such subtypes of gemination have been viewed as a recent extension of general gemination (Nahkola 1987 : 59) , since the conditions for its occurrence cover the conditions required for general gemination but are broader than the latter, i.e. lengthening may also occur after a long syllable of a certain type. While describing gemination in Finnish dialects, Nahkola (1987 : 59-60) points out that the geographical territory of special gemination is always within the geographical territory of general gemination and that special gemination is almost always weaker than general gemination: "In terms of its birth, special gemination is a clear example of a predictable evolution of diffusion theory: spread to a new territory involves a change under the same conditions as in the birth territory, yet the conditions may lead to an extension" (Nahkola 1987 : 59-60) . Among other things, Nahkola supposes that special gemination may be nothing else than a result of the fallacy that vowel matter must be preceded by a geminate.
Gemination of trisyllabic and five-syllable words (3G)
during a certain period of evolution, the quantity of three-syllable words with two initial short syllables (as well as similar five-syllable words with the short third and fourth syllable) has undergone a change, i.e. the vowel of the second syllable (or of the fourth syllable in five-syllable words) has lengthened and the consonant preceding the resultant long vowel has geminated (a). The change has occurred also in case the second open syllable ends with an i-ending diphthong (b):
gSg *putelin >> p u t ē l i n 'bottle' (cf. ILLSg *putelihen >> pudel); gSg *terävän >> t e r ǟ v ä n 'sharp' (cf. TrSg *teräväkse > teräväks); 1SgPrINd *kävelen >> k ä v ē l e n 'I walk' (cf. ILLSuP kävelömmǟ); 1SgCNd *näpisteleisin >> n ä b i s t e l z i n 'I would pinch, I would steal' (cf. 1SgPrINd näbistelen);
Arvo Laanest (1986 : 61-64) has drawn attention to the circumstance that " [---] the long vowel as one of the preconditions for gemination has often shortened; in many cases the number of syllables has also changed, hence, the gemination in question is not a purely phonetic phenomenon."
Here it is important to mention a condition for the (non-)occurrence of the gemination in trisyllabic words: the lengthening of the vowel in the second syllable and the gemination do not occur if the boundary of the second and third syllable of the word exhibits a weak-grade equivalent of a geminate (the second syllable has once been closed). This has to be juxtaposed to the knowledge that gemination has taken place in the cases of the loss of a stop from a gradational consonant cluster in non-initial syllables. Cf. for example INF avittā : 1SgPrINd *apittan > *aittan > *avitan > *avitan > a v i d a n 'to help' versus INF köhähtǟ : 1SgPrINd *köhähtän > *köhähtän > *köhähän > *köhǟhän > k ö h ǟ h ä n 'I cough'; NSg harakka : gSg *harakkan > harakan > harakan > h a r a g a n 'magpie' versus AdSg (*haravalla >) haraval : gSg *haravan > *harāvan > h a r ā v a n 'rake'. This means that the closeness of the syllable due to a geminate is rather persistent in linguistic memory, or as Sovijärvi has concluded when describing the chronology of quality and quantity changes of sounds (Sovijärvi 1944 : 85-86) : gradation of geminate stops after an unstressed syllable is a later phenomenon than the gemination of trisyllabic words.
Such inflection patterns where gemination of trisyllabic words occurs as the only type of consonant alternation are clearly distinctive. The geminated forms occur, for example: (a) in nominative and genitive singular and nominative plural forms of singlestem trisyllabic stem and trisyllabic s-stem nouns, e.g. NSg harāva 'rake' : gSg harāvan (cf. SgP haravā); NPL punaist 'red (in plural)' (cf. gPL punaizn); (b) biradical nouns with trisyllabic vocalic stems such as lühüd 'short' and pere 'family' in the genitive singular and nominative plural forms, e.g. NSg lühüd : gSg lühǖÂen; NSg pere : NPL perēhed; (c) trisyllabic single-stem verbs in the 1 st and 2 nd person singular present forms of the indicative mood, 1 st , 2 nd and 3 rd person singular past forms of the indicative mood and 2 nd person singular of the imperative mood, e.g. ILLSuP erahu∑ mmā 'to separate' : 1SgPrINd erāhun : 3SgIPFINd erāhui.
Special gemination of trisyllabic and five-syllable words (3S)
Similarly to the extension of general gemination (special gemination), special gemination of trisyllabic and five-syllable words emerges in Soikkola Ingrian. If the first syllable (resp. third) syllable is long (ends in a long vowel or voiced consonant), yet other conditions for the occurrence of gemination in trisyllabic and five-syllable words are there, b, d, g and z have strengthened into half-long voiceless single consonants or geminates (Laa nest 1986 : 62).
Cf., e.g., strengthening in the following (formerly) trisyllabic words: ILLSg karbolā : NSg k a r p o l a~k a r o l a 'cranberry'; NSg kannel : gPL kandeliloin : NPL k a n t e l e d 'zither'; NSg härgin : gSg h ä r k k i m e n 'twirling strick'; PPL kerdaizia : NSg k e r t a i n~k e r t a i n 'layered; -storey'; 3SgPrINd kūndelō : 1SgPrINd k ū n t e l e n 'I listen'; INSg karzināz (Me) ~ karzinàz (Vi) : NSg k a r s i n a~k a r i n a (Vi) k a r s i n a (Sa) 'enclosure'. Examples of strengthening in five-syllable words are: Inf nagraksennellä : 3SgPrINd nagraksendelō : 1SgPrINd n a g r a k s e n t e l e n 'to chuckle to oneself'; INF mörnäksennellä : ILLSuP mörnäksendelömmǟ : 3SgIPFINd m ö rn ä k s e n t e l i 'to give a cry, to yell out'. 3
Geminates following an unstressed syllable
The precondition for strengthening or gemination of the consonant following an unstressed syllable is its location in front of a long vowel arising from contraction. There is a tendency for sibilants of the plural genitive and partitive forms of s-stem nouns to strengthen after an unstressed syllable, and there are also two examples of nouns with a consonant ending second syllable strengthening in the illative singular, and a single example of strengthening occurring in the plural partitive form of an n-stem noun. Strengthening after an unstressed syllable is not consistent, forms with a strengthened consonant often occur side by side with forms with an unstrengthened consonant. Nirvi's (1971) written records mention strengthening after an unstressed syllable, manifested either as a single consonant, half-long consonant or short geminate, e.g. cf. 
Assimilation-induced geminates (AG)
When identifying inflection types, it is reasonable to divide a word entity into the stem (semantically invariable part) and the formative (semantically variable part). In its evolution, Soikkola dialect -like many Finnic dialects -has entered a phase where in many cases the boundary between the stem and formative has become fuzzy. This means that when dividing a word entity into its stem and formative, it is not always reasonable to follow the historical boundary that would cause many formative variants when describing the inflection system, e.g. in verbs INF *tul|ak > tul|la 'to come', INF *pur|ak > pur|ra 'to bite', INF *män|äk > män|nä 'to go', gEr *näk|essä > näh|hēs 'when seeing', PrINdIPS *las|aksen > las|sā 'is/are let/allowed', PrINdIPS *omel|aksen > ommel|lā 'is sewn', SgPFPSPP *kūl|nut > kūl|lut 'heard', SgPFPSPP *nois|nut > nois|sud 'got up', PLPFPSPP *pes|nehed > pes|sēd 'washed', *laŋet|nehed > laŋgen|nēd 'toppled/fallen over', *avat|nehed > avan|nēd 'opened'. In view of the facts mentioned above, it is reasonable to view the geminate on the boundary of the stem and historical formative as part of the stem in the infinitive, gerund and impersonal present forms of l-, n-, r-, s-and h-stem verbs, and in the singular (as a parallel form) and plural forms of the past participle of l-, n-, r-and s-stem verbs. This makes it possible to speak of assimilationinduced geminates when describing the inflectional system. In terms of linguistic history, these phenomena are of three different origins.
Assimilation-induced geminate caused by gradation
The geminates occurring at the boundary between the stem and the formative in the infinitive, gerund and impersonal forms stem from grade alternation according to the phonetic law where the phonetic law supersedes the boundary of the morphological division of a word: the cluster of a stem-final consonant and an initial stop of the formative in a closed syllable has undergone gradation and the weak-grade equivalent of *t of the formative of the corresponding forms has assimilated with the preceding consonant, e.g. INF *tul|ak > tulla, PrIPS tullā 'to come' etc).
The geminates in the corresponding forms of monosyllable vocalic stem verbs are of a similar origin, e.g. INF *tōak >> tōvva 'to bring', *sāak >> sāvva 'to get'; PrIPS kävǟ 'to go, walk', vējǟ 'is/are taken/carried', where the single stop at the boundary of the syllable has disappeared according to the gradation rules and the boundary line of the syllable is marked by the glides v or j (see also Sovijärvi 1944 : 55; Laanest 1986 : 141-142).
Assimilation-induced geminate as a result of progressive assimilation
The geminates in the singular and plural past participle forms of l-, n-, rand s-stem verbs, however, are of a different origin: they can be called pure (purer) assimilation-induced geminates since they are not caused by gradation, but represent cases of progressive assimilation where the initial component of the formative has assimilated with the stem consonant, e.g. PLPFPSPP *pes|nehed > pessēd 'washed', *murjahus|nehed > murjahussēd 'wrinkled'.
Assimilation-induced geminate due to regressive assimilation
The third type of assimilation-induced geminate generation is represented by the past participle plural form of t-stem verbs that have undergone regressive assimilation, i.e. the stem consonant has assimilated with the initial component of the formative, e.g. PLPFPSPP *paet|nehed > paÂennehed 'fleed, escaped', *kelvat|nehed > kelvannēd 'been suitable'. In the case of nouns, the singular partitive of k-stem nouns can be viewed as an assimilation-induced geminate: PSg *kasek|ta >> kassetta 'dew', *pärek|tä : pärettä 'spalt; splinter'. Assimilation-induced geminates in Soikkola dialect tend to be full-length, being distinct from the formative with an initial short geminate, which is a result of general gemination, following the secondarily stressed syllable, e.g. PLPFPSPP *aittanehed > avittanēd 'helped', *korjahunehed > korjahunēd 'collected, gathered', *paisettunehed > paissettunēd 'swollen'.
Co-occurrence of the types of consonant alternation in inflectional paradigms
In the first stage of studying the inflection system of verbs in Soikkola dialect, some attempts were made to describe the consonant alternation in the inflection system by forming source classifications both for gradation and gemination. Since the phenomena under consideration are closely interrelated and changes of consonants of individual types co-occur in the same word form, and it is neither reasonable nor possible to consider them separately the method was not applied (see Saar 2008) . Here, one can follow the example of the discussion of the Võru literary language that views all consonant alterations (stem alternations and non-initial syllable alternations) within a source classification of gradation (Iva 2007 : 59-69) .
Based on stem-internal consonant alternation, it is possible to divide the nouns and verbs of the Soikkola language into three groups according to whether the consonant alternation in the word paradigm is caused by a) weakening only, b) strengthening only, c) weakening as well as strengthening. The words with invariant stems fall into the fourth group.
generally, there are few inflection types whose composition and behaviour in the alteration system enables speaking of just one or another type of consonant alternation. There are relatively more inflection types with various forms, the formation of which within the paradigm depends on more than one type of consonant alternation. Assimilation-induced geminates as a type of consonant alternation are invariably represented in the paradigm for consonant-stem verbs. Below we will discuss various possibilities for the co-occurrence of various types of consonant alternation within the paradigm, giving examples of stem types of both nouns and verbs. As long as the consistence of verb forms is more diverse than that of nouns, there are more possibilities for combining alternations by verbs. First we will examine possibilities for combining types of consonant alternation within the paradigm in the inflection types of gradational nouns and verbs (section 3.1.-3.5.), and next in the inflection types of non-gradational nouns and verbs (3.6.-3.9).
The combination of gradation and 3G
1) The combination of gradation and 3g occures in the inflection types of nouns such as heppoin 'horse', where the partitive singular (hevoist) is in the weak grade and among strong-grade forms, the nominative and genitive singular forms (gSg hepoizen) and the nominative plural (NPL hepoist) will geminate (e.g. ESSg heboizēn). Within the same inflection type, a strengthened consonant may follow an unstressed syllable, e.g. gPL heboizn ~ heboisn : PLP heboizia ~ heboisia.
2) The combination of gradation and 3g also occurs in köhähtǟ-type 'to cough (once)' verbs with a trisyllabic stem among which weak-grade forms that are subjected to 3g are the present and past 1 st and 2 nd person singular forms of the indicative mood and the 2 nd person singular of the imperative mood, e.g. 1SgPrINd köhǟhän 'I cough (once)', 1SgIPFINd köhǟhin 'I coughed (once)'. In a trisyllabic word with the open and short 1 st and 2 nd syllable gemination occurs only if there is a weak-grade equivalent of a consonant cluster at the boundary of the 2 nd and 3 rd syllable. geminate memory is more persistent in the language: if there is a weak-grade equivalent of a geminate at the boundary of the 2 nd and 3 rd syllable, no gemination takes place at the boundary of an open 1 st and 2 nd syllable (e.g. INF avittā 'to help' : 1SgPrINd avidan).
3) The combination of gradation and 3g also occurs in two-stem verbs such as paeda 'to flee', among which strong-grade forms geminate in the 1 st and 2 nd person of the present and past forms of the indicative mood, in the 3 rd person of the past tense and in the 2 nd person of the imperative mood, e.g. cf. INF paeda : ILLSuP pageno∑ mmā : 3SgIPFINd pakēni (3g).
The combination of gradation, GG and 3G
1) The co-occurrence of gradation, GG and 3G are exemplified by nouns such as kaba 'dried fish', kodi 'farmstead, house', nogi 'soot' where gg concerns partitive and illative forms of the singular and genitive, partitive and illative forms of the plural in kaba-type nouns; in kodi-type nouns, gg has an effect on the partitive and illative forms of the singular only, whereas plural forms are formed by means of a loi-, löi-marker, where no preceding geminated forms are possible. In kaBa-type 3g occurs in the singular and plural essive forms and in kodi-and nogi-type nouns in the essive singular forms only, e.g. NSg kaba : gSg kavan : PSg kapā, PPL kapōja (IMS 118), ESSg kapān; NSg kodi : gSg koin : PSg kota (cf. PPL kodiloja, nogiloja).
2) The co-occurrence of gradation, GG and 3G are exemplified by contracted verbs such as lǟdä 'to talk, to speak', hargada 'to step', where in the Soikkola dialect gg concerns supine (läkǟmǟ), the 2 nd person singular of the imperative mood, present participle and negative forms, 1 st and 2 nd person singular of the present forms of the indicative mood as well as in the corresponding plural forms formed after it, e.g. 1SgPrINd läkǟn, 1PLPrINd läkǟmmä, 2PLPrINd läkǟttä (cf. 3PLPrINd lägäjǟd)); in the Hevaha dialect gemination occurs in the respective singular forms only (the corresponding plural forms are 1PLPrINd lägäÂemän and 2PLPrINd lägäÂettä) -in terms of consonant alternation, this is one of the most readily perceived differences between the two dialects. The impact of 3g is obvious in the past singular forms of the indicative mood, e.g. 1SgIPFINd läkäizin : 2SgIPFINd läkäist : 3SgIPFINd läkäiz.
The combination of gradation, SG and 3S
A combination of those three occurs: 1) In noun types such as jalga 'leg, foot', leibä 'bread' etc., e.g. NSg leibä 'bread' : gSg leivän : PSg leipǟ (Sg) : ESSg leipǟn (3Sg). 2) In verbs such as antā 'to give', ampua 'to shoot, to fire', leipoja 'to bake' etc, where Sg has had an effect on the infinitive, 3 rd person singular and plural of the present forms of the indicative mood and the 3 rd person plural of the past forms, cf. 3SgIPFINd ambui : 1SgPrINd ammun : 3SgPrINd ampū.
In these inflection types, 3S occurs in (a) singular forms of the condi tional
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The combination of gradation, 3S and AG
An association of such consonant alternation types as gradation, 3S and Ag is represented in ele-verbs with trisyllabic and five-syllable stems such as ommella 'to sew', nagraksennella 'to chuckle to oneself', where 3S occurs in the present 1 st and 2 nd person singular of the indicative mood, the past 1 st , 2 nd and 3 rd person of the indicative mood (e.g. 3SgIPFINd omeli, cf. ABSuP ombelomada), in the affirmative and negative speech in the 2 nd person singular forms and in negative present forms. Ag occurs in the following forms: INF ommella, gEr ommellēz, PrIPS ommellā, SgPFPSPP ommellud (~ ommeld), PLPFPSPP ommellēd.
The combination of gradation, GG, 3G and AG
An example of the co-occurrence of gradation, gg, 3g and Ag are verbs of the type nähhä 'to see' and ele--verbs with a four-syllable stem, containing a gradational derivational suffix (-sta-+ -ele-), such as for example näbis-sellä 'to pinch, to steal', where (a) gg occurs in the 3 rd person singular of the indicative mood, e.g. 3SgPrINd näkȫ, näbistelȫ, which serves as an analogy for forming 3 rd person plural forms in the present and past (3PLIPFINd näkd, näbisteld); (b) 3g occurs in the 1 st , 2 nd and 3 rd person singular of the conditional mood in 1SgCNd näkzin, näbistelzin, 2SgCNd näkst and 3SgCNd näkz, respectively, and in the present participle form (PrPP) näkȫva; (c) Ag occurs in the infinitive, gerund and present impersonal forms: INF nähhä, gEr nähhēz, PrIPS nähhǟ, näbissellǟ, in ele-verbs also in the plural of the past participle, and, depending on the form constituent, also in the singular form of the past participle: PLPFPSPP näbissellēd, SgPFPSPP näbis-sellud (~ näbisseld).
The same ele-suffixed verbs highlight yet another noteworthy phenomenon.
In words of up to three syllables and of five syllables, consonants with an alternating quantity occur as strong-grade consonants either in one or another part of the stem in different forms, but never simultaneously in the same form, for example, if in a trisyllabic word with a short 1 st and 2 nd syllable the consonant at the boundary of the 2 nd and 3 rd syllable is in the strong grade or features Ag (e.g. 1SgPrINd köhǟhän : 3SgPrINd köhähti 'to cough (once); 1SgPrINd kävēlen : INF kävellä 'to walk'), no strengthening of the consonant at the boundary of the 1 st and 2 nd syllable occurs. 
The combination of 3G and AG
The simultaneous occurrence of 3g and Ag within a paradigm can be found in trisyllabic biradical verbs such as kävellä 'to walk', where 3g occurs in the 1 st and 2 nd person of the present and past singular of the indicative mood (e.g. 1SgPrINd kävēlen, 2SgIPFINd kävēlid) and 3 rd person singular in the past (kävēli) and Ag in the infinitive, gerund (kävellēz), present form of the impersonal (kävellǟ) and plural form of the past participle (kävel-lēd), and as a parallel form in the singular (kävellud~ käveld).
The combination of GG + 3G + AG
The combination gg + 3g + Ag occurs in l-, n-, r-stem verbs such as tulla 'to come' (IMS 607), panna 'to put' (IMS 382) etc, where 
Summary
This article focuses on regular consonant alternations in Soikkola Ingrian and the possibilities for the co-occurrence of different types of consonant alternation within various noun and verb paradigms. The main trends in consonant alternation are: 1) Weakening that includes radical gradation (e.g. NSg katto : gSg kadon 'a roof') and suffixal gradation (e.g. INF kummardā : 1SgPrINd kummarran 'to bow').
2) Strengthening that includes -besides the general gemination widely distributed in the Finnic linguistic area -subtypes of consonant gradation specific for the Ingrian language: special gemination, i.e. strengthening after a long syllable (e.g. INF laŋgeda : 3SgIPFINd laŋkeis 'fell'); gemination of trisyllabic and five-syllable words (e.g. gSg *terävän >> terǟvän 'sharp'); special gemination of trisyllabic and five-syllable words, i.e. strengthening after a long syllable (e.g. 3SgPrINd kūndelō : 1SgPrINd kūntelen 'to listen; to hear');
strengthening following an unstressed syllable in front of a long vowel resulting from contraction (cf. NSg allain : PPL alaiia ~ alaisia 'a mitten'; PPL ahvenia~ ahvenia 'a perch'). However, strengthening after an unstressed syllable is not consistent, forms with a strengthened consonant often occur side by side with forms with an unstrengthened consonant. Investigation of general gemination shows that in Soikkola Ingrian the quantity of the geminates at the boundary of the first and second syllable as a result of the loss of *t and *h at the beginning of the third syllable is different from that of the geminates in the same position as a result of the loss of * and *: the geminates resulting from the loss of *t and *h may be short-initial or full-length (PSg *kalata > kalā~ kallā 'fish', ILLSg *vetehen > vetē ~ vettē 'water'), whereas any geminate resulting from the loss of * or * is definitely short initial (3SgPrINd *tulepi > tulō 'he/she comes', gSg siteken > sitn 'bond'). Since gemination occurs not only in the stem but in the entire word form, they play a role in the genesis of formative variants.
Besides weakening and strengthening, assimilation-induced geminates are highlighted as a distinct type of consonant alternation -these are geminates resulting from a compounding of the stem and historical formative in the consonant-stem forms of words and they likewise are involved in the alteration of words as allophones of consonants. In terms of linguistic history, assimilation-induced geminates may result from three different processes: 1) gradation (e.g. INF *tul|tak > tulla 'to come'); 2) progressive assimilation (e.g. PLPFPSPP *pes|nehed > pessēd 'washed'); 3) regressive assimilation (e.g. PLPFPSPP *paet/nehed > paÂennehed 'fleed, escaped'; PSg *pärektä : pärettä 'a chip; a splinter').
The assimilation-induced geminates of the Soikkola dialect tend to be full-length, being distinct, for example, upon the formation of plural past participle forms from the formative with an initial component that has geminated due to general gemination, following the secondarily stressed syllable of a trisyllabic vowel stem (e.g. PLPFPSPP *avittanehed >> avittanēd 'helped').
The analysis of the possibilities for co-occurrence of different types of consonant alternation shows that there are generally few inflectional types with a structure and behaviour that allows to classify them as clearly belonging to only one or another type of consonant alternation. There are more of inflectional types in which the formation of different forms within a paradigm depends on more than one type of consonant gradation. Since the verb paradigm is more complex than the noun paradigm, there are also more possibilities for the co-occurrence of different types of consonant alternation in verb types. 
ЭВА СААР (Тарту)

ТИПЫ ЧЕРЕДОВАНИЯ СОГЛАСНЫХ В СЛОВОИЗМЕНИТЕЛЬНОЙ СИСТЕМЕ СОЙкИНСкОГО ДИАЛЕкТА ИЖОРСкОГО ЯЗЫкА
Ижорский язык в фонетическом плане считается очень регулярным языком. В данной статье рассматриваются закономeрные чередования согласных в сой-кинском диалекте ижорского языка и возможные совместные проявления ти-пов этих чередований в парадигмах разных имен и глаголов. Основные направления чередования согласных -это ослабление, или че-редование степеней, (например, NSg katto : gSg kadon 'крыша') и усиление, ко-торое наряду с широко распространенной в пространстве прибалтийско-фин-ских языков общей геминацией включает и присущие только ижорскому язы-ку подтипы чередования согласных: а) особая геминация, или усиление после долгого слога (например, INF laŋgeda : 3SgIPFINd laŋkeis 'упал'); б) геминация в трех-и пятисложных словах (например, gSg *terävän >> terǟvän 'остро-'); в) осо-бая геминация в трех-и пятисложных словах, или усиление после долгого сло-га (например, Sg3PrINd kūndelō : 1SgPrINd kūntelen 'слушать, слышать'); г) уси-ление после безударного слога, если он находится перед долгим гласным, воз-никшим в результате стяжения (ср. NSg allain : PPL alaiia~ alaisia 'варежка'; PPL ahvenia~ ahvenia 'окунь').
При ближайшем рассмотрении общей геминации выясняется, что в сой-кинском диалекте ижорского языка качество геминат, возникших на границе первого и второго слогов в результате утраты *t и *h в начале третьего слога,
